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Address Wintech Engineering Limited 
Halesfield 2, 
Telford, 
Shropshire, TF7 4QH 

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Facade Testing
Window, Door & Glazing Testing
Glass Testing

Wintech Engineering Ltd is a UKAS accredited test laboratory providing reassurance and traceability that will satisfy architects and consultants
specifications to the highest of standards.

As a DCLG approved Notified Test Laboratory (no. 1288), all test results can be used to demonstrate compliance against the relevant product
standard.

At Wintech, we specialise in the testing of glass and glazing products and as we are a notified laboratory , all of your results can be used to
demonstrate compliance with the relevant product standard for CE Marking.

Impact
Manufacturers of glass must ensure that they have demonstrated, through Initial Type Testing, that their glass conforms to the relevant characteristics
defined in each of the specific glass product standards for CE Marking. If a manufacturer wishes to declare an impact performance, testing must be
conducted in accordance with BS EN 12600:2002. This allows a classification to be given to the glass product which can be listed on the Declaration
of Performance for CE Marking.

Fragmentation 
In most cases, manufacturers of glass must demonstrate, through Initial Type Testing, that their glass conforms to the relevant characteristics defined
in each of the specific glass product standards for CE Marking.

This is done partly via a test to ensure that the fragmentation breakage conforms with criteria outlined in the relevant glass product standards including
BS EN 12150-1:2000 – Thermally toughened glass, BS EN 1863-1:2000 – Heat strengthened glass, and BS EN 14179-1:2005 – Heat soaked glass.

Four-Point Bend (Bending Strength) 
As with fragmentation testing, manufacturers of glass must demonstrate, through Initial Type Testing, that their glass conforms to the minimum
mechanical strength defined in each of the specific glass product standards for CE Marking.

The glass is tested in accordance with BS EN 1288-3:2000 as specified in each of the relevant glass product standards
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